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Physics with e and γ at LHC
Lots of physics with electrons and photons at LHC
EWK and QCD

SUSY searches

Higgs Boson

γ+ jets

electrons + jets + MET

H→ZZ →4e

New
resonances

J/Psi and Υ

H →WW →2e2ν

Z’/G →ee

W/Z, W/Z + jets

H → γγ

G → γγ
W’→eν

H → γγ

clean signatures

1fb-1, √s = 14 TeV

crucial points:
good energy resolution
high jet rejection power

Monte Carlo
CMS preliminary
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CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Barrel and Endcaps:
homogeneous calorimeter, PbW04 crystals

see D.Giordano’s talk for
CMS overview and Tracker

Barrel: |η| < 1.48, 61200 crystals
APD photodetectors
Endcaps: 1.48 < |η| < 3.0, 14648 crystals
VPT photodetectors
compact & high granularity:
Preshower: Pb (2Xo) – Si (1Xo), radiation length = 0.89 cm
1.65<|η|<2.6
Moliere Radius = 2.2cm
⇒ good jet rejection
barrel
After a long commissioning:
* Intercalibration precision: 1.5% - 5%
* Time synchronization better than 1ns
* Excellent energy resolution
( < 0.5% constant term at testbeam):
crucial for H → γγ
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Energy clustering
The energy deposited in several crystals must be clusterized to make e/γ :

* 5x5 matrix: ~97% of unconverted photon energy
* Electron energy spread in φ due to the magnetic field
- Electrons radiate a large fraction of their energy by bremsstrahlung
- Photons have ~50% probability to convert into e+ecollision data
Superclusters to recover energy

2.5 GeV electron with brem

Barrel → dynamic algorithm:
* Start from the highest ET crystal
* Narrow rows in η and long in φ (=bending direction)
Endcaps →
* 5x5 crystals matrices used
* Preshower energy added
Energy corrections to be applied
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Superclusters
ET spectrum

2009 collision data at 900 GeV:
* tight selection of min bias events
* ~3200 superclusters with raw ET>2GeV
MC: realistic simulation of min bias
events with CMS startup conditions
Check of basic distributions,
analysis focused on raw energies

R9 = E3x3/ETOT
barrel

used
to discriminate
converted /
unconverted γ

H/E, barrel
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Electron reconstruction
Electron reconstruction: heavily affected by material in front of ECAL
Energy clustering to recover bremsstrahlung
Electron seeding: two approaches
* Start from ECAL superclusters and search
for compatible hits in the tracker inner layers
* Use all tracks as starting point
Tracking for electrons:
* Loose match with tracker seeds
* Pattern recognition with relaxed criteria
* Bremsstrahlung energy loss modeled with a
mixture of Gaussians in the track fit

Together: high
reconstruction efficiency down
to low pT for both isolated electrons
and electrons within jets

GSF track

* Additional candidate preselection applied
* Final energy / momentum combination

* Bremsstrahlung estimate using tracks:
fbrem = (pin – pout) / pin
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Electron commissioning at 900 GeV
Low pT electron candidates expected,
mainly non-prompt from γ conversions

pT spectrum

η spectrum

351 candidates reconstructed
in 2009 collision data at 900 GeV
→ after preselection only ~40% expected
to be real electrons from MC

bremsstrahlung
fraction
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Electron Identification
Electron tracking tuned to have good efficiency more than high purity
103-105 rejection power needed against jets depending on physics analysis
Remaining background due to conversions, π0 dalitz decays, isolated hadrons
electrons

* Geometrical matching ECAL/tracker
* Energy / momentum matching
* Deposits in ECAL vs HCAL
* Cluster shape variables (also for photons)

Ecluster/ptrack

multivariate variable
[also used in preselection
for candidates seeded
with tracker]
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Isolation
Main background: QCD jets. Further rejection can be achieved with isolation cuts
Tracker based
ECAL based
HCAL based

Sum of tracks pT OR ECAL hits ET OR HCAL hits ET
in a narrow cone around the electron / photon
required smaller than a threshold

Tracker isolation for supercluster

ECAL isolation for electrons
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Expected performance for electrons
all Monte Carlo plots
CMS preliminary

CMS preliminary

pin, track p at vertex
pout, track p at ECAL
single electrons,
pT = 10 GeV/c

CMS preliminary
energy
resolution

ECAL only
tracker only
tracker + ECAL

track parameters at vertex and at the end
of Tracker give an estimate of the
energy loss by bremsstrahlung
combining Tracker and ECAL informations
we get the best energy estimate
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Event display of
a conversion candidate

electrons produced
at the same vertex.
Candidate properties
confirm the electron
hypothesis.
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First CMS resonances: π0
data

mc

raw
energy

Plots shown 4 days after collisions
⇒ detector under control

* Raw energy MC and data distributions:
data

MC corrected energy

→ not containment + zero suppression
* Compatible S/B, average and width
* To be used to calibrate
MC based corrections applied:
2% within the PDG mass value
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First CMS resonances: η

mc
data

* Raw energy MC and data distributions
* Compatible S/B, average and width

* Compatible π0 / η ratio in data and MC
N(η)/N(π0) = 0.020 0.003 data
N(η)/N(π0) = 0.021 0.003 MC
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Next steps: full commissioning
priorities

Quite a successful start-up but still a long way:
* HLT commissioning at high rates
* Reco commissioning with physics events
* Efficiencies and fake rate estimate from data
* Detector calibration & alignment
* Energy & momentum scale

Monte Carlo
track matching efficiency

Monte Carlo Electrons:
Low mass resonances (J/Ψ &Υ) and Z
Efficiencies via tag and probe

Photons:

Before 100 pb-1 Z → ee
After 100 pb-1 : Z → μμγ
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Summary
* Electrons and Photons are a primary source of physics at LHC
* Reconstruction algorithms have been developed and improved since years.
Strategies to commission Electrons and Photons with the first data are ready

* The knowledge acquired so far with the detector allowed CMS
to quickly produce the first results with 2009 collisions data.
The data / Monte Carlo agreement is quite satisfactory

* The first di-Photon resonances have been observed and
their mass/width well agree with MC

Looking forward to 7 TeV run!!
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BACK-UP

Data selection
To trigger minimum bias:
at least one hit in one of the Beam Scintillator Counters
Offline event selection:
- event in time with a valid beam crossing measured by the coincidence of the two
beam pickup monitors
- beam halo trigger not present
- at least one high quality primary vertex
- fraction of “high purity” tracks > 25 % for events with more than 10 tracks
-at least one hit with 2 GeV energy in each of HF detectors
Superclusters selection:
- |η| < 1.44 or 1.56 < |η| < 2.5 to avoid barrel/endcap transition regions
- raw ET > 2 GeV
- 2120 in barrel and 1106 in endcaps
GSF tracks selection:
- all seeds for charged particles considered
- at least 7 hits
- 65642 in barrel and 33619 in endcap
Electrons selection:
- standard electron reconstruction. 210 in barrel and 141 in endcap

Electrons and photons triggers
Photon paths:
L1: EM seed (isolated or not)
L2: calorimeter only reconstruction
(matching with L1 seed, ET cut, shower shape and ECAL isolation)
L3: tracker isolation
Electron paths:
same L1 and L2
L2.5: pixel seed building
L3: track reconstruction; ECAL/tracker matching for electron identification
8E29 HLT menu:
Single electrons, ET threshold =10 GeV
Double electrons, ET threshold = 5 GeV
Single photons, ET threshold = 15 GeV
Double photon, ET threshold = 10 GeV
Based on L1 paths with ET threshold = 5 GeV or 8 GeV

Preselection MVA inputs
Tracker seeded electrons
pre-selected using a multivariate analysis
MVA inputs:
ECAL vs tracker variables
* tracker / ECAL geometrical matching
* energy / momentum ratio
calorimetric variables:
* number of bremsstrahlung clusters
* shower shape
* hadron calorimeter vs ECAL deposit
tracker based variables
* fbrem
* track χ2
* track number of hits

Pi-zero peak with a converted leg
π0 →γγ
with one of two legs reconstructed
as a conversion
only tracker driven conversion
reconstruction (low pT)
PT(π0) > 0.85 GeV/c required

ECAL commissioning
9 ECAL SMs
testbeam
combined
ECAL/HCAL
testbeam

calibration of
each SM on
surface with
cosmics

2006

2007

barrel
installation
endcap
testbeam

commissioning
with cosmics

preshower
installation

endcap
installation

commissioning
with cosmics

beam splashes

BEAM !!!

2008

2009

σ 3.37% 108
=
⊕
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E
E
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